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PLEASE NOTE 
Grants are made for one specific item or purpose. 
They are not awarded for recurring expenses such as mortgage, 
rent, phone or fuel bills, nor for educational fees, nursing care  
or medical treatment, nor to pay off creditors. 

• You must use this form without changing its layout.

• Write clearly in black ink and complete all parts of the form

• You must attach a supporting letter from an independent referee.

• Please include evidence of any benefits you receive.

For Artists, Nurses 
and Gentlewomen 

YOUR CONTACT DETAILS 

 Title ……… Full name …...………………………………………………………………………….. 

 Home address ..………………...………………......………………...…………….………………... 

………………………    Post code  ……………... 

 Email ................ Telephone  ……... 

QUALIFICATIONS (IF APPLICABLE) 

Artists: University or college, with subject and date of graduation 
 

  

WEBSITE  Please tell us if you have an internet site where we can see your recent work 

 WWW. 

PAYMENT Please tell us how to make your payment if your application is successful. Please note 
that we pay by cheque.   

 Cheque payable to: Send cheque to:  Applicant  /  Referee 

INDEPENDENT REFEREE  
Please give details of the person providing your supporting letter.  Your referee could be a college 
tutor, a curator or gallerist.  We do not accept referees who are members of the family or family 
friends.  We expect the referee to confirm that you are an artist and the item you need.  We are 
unable to assess applications without a referee’s letter.   

 Name Role /Job ……………………………………… 

Organisation ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 Address ……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 Post code ………………………………….. E-mail ………. 

Telephone: ……….. 

THE GLASGOW SCHOOL OF ART, FINE ART: PAINTING & PRINTMAKING
2:1, 2009

APPLICANT









Michael Lacey

Eaton Fund
Project Proposal

The images below illustrate some of the extensive preparatory work which has been undertaken so 
far. As you can see, a vast archive of printed imagery has been assembled from various sources and 
cut out so it can be used in collages. These individual cut-outs, numbering several thousand, are 
then sorted by size and subject matter. 

I am seeking funding to work on five pieces specifically (rough thumbnail sketches of which are at 
the end of this document)

Three pieces, forming one triptych, each depicting a civilisation atop a large, floating rock 
formation, drawing inspiration from Magritte’s 1959 painting “The Castle of the Pyrenees” and 
Italo Calvino’s 1968 short story collection “Cosmicomics”. Each of the three pieces depicts a 
different architectural tradition. Another piece depicts a small raft passing through a narrow channel
between two large bodies of land, each having a number of large statues of the human body 
arranged around and between buildings and forests. These pieces interpret my experience of a 
condition called “Alice In Wonderland” syndrome, and visually reference the works of stop-motion 
pioneer Ray Harryhausen and films such as “Jason & the Argonauts” and “Sinbad: Legend of the 
Seven Seas”. The final piece depicts a mountainous landscape with a concentration of machinery 
and industrial buildings belching fire and smoke into a thunderous sky. This piece is intended to 
expand upon the elliptical narrative and faux-historical world-building already present in this 
ongoing series of collage landscapes, it hints towards industrial progress and the passage of time.

These works are planned to advance my practice in the following ways

• Greater level of realism in painted backgrounds and additional painted detail in foregrounds 
rendered in oil rather than acrylic as previously

• Works are physically larger 
• Greater visual consistency due to longer than usual research and preparation period

They will go towards a body of work which will be shown at Bluecoat Arts Centre Liverpool at an 
unspecified future date (please see letter of support from Head of Programme Marie-Anne 
McQuay)
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